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Edison’s Prolific Patent History
th
On June 14 , 1892, the US Patent office issued
patent 476,988 to Thomas Edison residing at
Llewellyn Park, NJ. It was applied for in August 1891,
not even a year earlier. This was the first and only
arrester patent of his lifetime
total of 1093 US patents.
Thomas Edison was 27 years old
when he received his first
patent. His first patent was
regarding an electric voting
machine. It was a flop, but that
did not stop him. At the age of
50 he received the arrester
patent. Edison died at the age
of 89 and never stopped
inventing. He was issued
several patents as late as 1933,
2 years after he died.

Patent 476,988
Edison’s lightning arrester patent is very consistent
with arresters of that time frame. (PDF of Patent)
Arresters at that time would be applicable to both
power systems and telegraph systems. He does not
indicate to which application
this arrester is targeted
however since it is
fundamentally a capacitor, it
was probably not suitable for
the impulse nature of
telegraphs. This device would
also be applicable to AC or DC
systems. However since it
came from Edison, it is most
likely targeted for DC
applications.

The Basic Concept
The concept that is disclosed
Not only was his list of patents
in this patent is a onetime use,
of mammoth proportions, but
very cost effective lightning
the subjects were of equal
arrester. It is a simple
proportion. In 1892, he was
condenser type arrester
issued 64 patents. The titles
where two plates are
covered the phonograph,
separated by a thin insulator.
electric meters, an apparatus for
It is an open circuit to DC
separating ores, an
voltages, but passes impulses.
incandescent lamp, arc lamp,
Since lightning usually
duplex telegraph, electric railway Figure 1 Patent 476,988,
contains significant energy, it is
and many more.
a sacrificial device that can
Thomas Edison Lightning Arrester Patent
He certainly has to be one of the more brilliant
only be used one time to protect nearby insulation.
humans of all time. One has to wonder how he
This arrester contained no series gap.
could be involved at a depth of understanding for so
many different types of patents.
There you have it, even Thomas Edison, one of the
most famous electrical engineers fits into the early
years of lightning arrester patent history.
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